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1.  EXTERIOR

1.1  Main Block 

The principal part of the house is a single build of c.1720 with limited later alterations.  Most of 
these date to 1931 when the building was converted to a school.

South front The elegant principal elevation is built of ashlar with rusticated quoins (RCHM 
1952 pl.182).  Ham stone has been used for dressings but local Sherborne stone 
for the body of the walls; this has decayed and the elevation is now rendered 
and lightly blocked out as ashlar. There is a low chamfered plinth.  The facade is 
symmetrical, of seven bays, the central three broken forward under a pediment, 
and there is a balustraded parapet.  The earthenware grilles in the plinth each side 
of the central doorway probably date from the 1930s.   An engraving of c.1820 
and historic photographs of the c.1860s featuring the Macready family outside 
the front elevation and the 1904 Frith Collection photograph all show a sculpt-
ed coat of arms in the pediment.  Hutchins states that this was the Portman and 
Wyndham arms, which would suggest that this was a primary feature from c.1720. 
The appearance of the masonry repairs from the site of the arms in the pediment 
suggests the coat of arms was lost in the second half of the 20th century.

The south front.
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  The central doorway, up three original stone steps, has a round-arched head 
with a large keystone in a rusticated surround featuring flanking by Doric pilasters 
under a broken segmental pediment.  The doorway itself comprises part-glazed 
double doors, each of 8 panes above the lock-rail with raised fielded panels below.  
Above the doors there is a short double overlight without glazing bars under a 
panelled tympanum.  This is the arrangement apparently shown in all graphic 
representations from c.1820 onwards.  Keystone doubts that this is the original 
doorway arrangement, suggesting it is, rather, a Georgian replacement.  We might 
suggest that the glazing bars are relatively narrow, and it does not look quite right 
in terms of its construction when compared to the surviving c.1720 east door.  
However, the inside of the joinery could not be examined at the time of survey 
since it is now hidden by recent security boarding.

 The central first floor window is superior with a projecting apron, eared architrave 
and no keystone, all surmounted by a cornice and pediment on console brackets 
carved as acanthus leaves.  Other windows have keystones with moulded  
architraves and sills, and the second floor windows have segmental heads.  Those 
on the ground and first floor levels contain unhorned 9/9-pane sash windows with 
similar 6/6-pane sashes to the second floor, all with  fat ovolo-moulded glazing 
bars(typical of the early 18th century).  Of course, many are secondary replica  
replacements, but the original survivors are distinguished by the inclusion of  
internal square blocks at the junctions of the glazing bars.  There are more  
primary sashes in the easy and west end walls (see interior descriptions of the 
rooms).  Some panes still contain early – that is to say 18th or early 19th century  
crown glass.

The front doorway and first floor window.
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East end This elevation is ashlar with extensive repairs, including sections which are  
rendered and lightly blocked out as ashlar including the whole of the north end 
(from 2011-12); it has rusticated Ham stone quoins, a chamfered plinth, moulded 
cornice and a plain parapet ramped at the south end.  All the main openings are 
original and largely continue the style of the south front.  It has a regular but not 
symmetrical four-bay front having no features in the bay south of centre.  The 
south end features three blind windows – all plain recesses except for a keystone 
to the segmental arch at second floor level.  The dominant feature is the massive 
window serving the main stair north of centre set between ground and first floor 
levels.   It is the only window opening below the second floor to have a segmental 
arch head and still contains its original 16/16-pane sash.   The other sash windows 
have fat glazing bars apart from the north one on the ground floor.  The east  
doorway provides direct access to the main stair.  Both masonry and joinery date 
from c.1720. The Ham stone frame is bolection-moulded with a segmental arch 
head and keystone.  The oak door is part-glazed with fat glazing bars – 16 panes 
above the lock-bar with four fielded panels below.

 Under the ground floor window is a c.1930 brick stair-well to a cellar door made of 
reused 17th century ovolo mouldings.  According to Rodwell this was originally a 
window in a light well.  

The east end.
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 Above the internal first floor level the east end wall retains evidence of a  
horizontal regular sequence of small, but neatly-cut rectangular blocked  
sockets; two in the blind window recess with at least four to right (north) .  Too 
small for a floor joists, it is unclear exactly what these sockets represent except 
that they indicate the presence of some demolished building against the east end 
wall set back from the front and stopping short of the staircase window.  These 
might relate to a short-lived structure shown on the 1733 map, if this is not a  
cartographer’s mistake.  Rodwell proposes that if such a structure existed, it may 
have been a lightly-constructed timber garden building.  

(Above) The east doorway.

(Below) The blocked sockets in the south end of the wall.
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North wall Much of the 1720s rear elevation is hidden by a massive 2011-12 rectangular 
projecting block containing a new full-eight stair cell and lift: this addition involved 
the projecting block containing a stair cell and lift block.  Construction involved the 
demolition of a 1957 science block built for the school.  The stair block is steel-
framed and glazed on a rendered blockwork base.  Large ribbon windows descend 
to ground level as a glazed panel containing a doorway.  There is a shallow vertical 
steel-framed and glazed projection at the west end of the stair cell.  The lift block 
is rendered blockwork.  The design of ribbon windows over blockwork returns 
along the east wall of the projection.  There is a glazed first floor link into the pre-
1720s rear range at the west end.

 What survives of the exterior of the 1720s house are the much-repaired quoins at 
the north-east corner and a section of rendered and blocked out walling that  
extends behind the stair block.  To west of the stair block there is an area of  
unplastered random rubble.  Four blind windows, simple segmental arched  
recesses, are visible, two on the top floor, and one on the two lower floors.  The 
parapet cornice stops at the quoins and is rendered.  

The 2011-12 stair block.
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West wall The west end is in two sections.  The larger southern part projects further west 
than the recessed northern bay.  The southern two-bay section is in the same style 
as the east end with rusticated quoins,  plinth, basement lights, cornice and plain 
parapet ramped at both ends; a cast iron downpipe with a hopper with a fleur de 
lys (probably a 21st century replacement).  The ashlar has been extensively  
repaired with render.  There are three original windows with keystones and 
moulded architraves in the north bay, one on each floor.  Two of the three  
originally blind southern windows (first and second floor) were opened during 
the school era; these are glazed with sashes in the early 18th century style (but 
horned) but do not have moulded architraves, and, at the same time.  There is a 
blind window on the ground floor, and a new window inserted on the ground floor 
north of centre at the same time with a concrete lintel. 

The west end.
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 The recessed north end bay, and the return from the main west front are built 
of 1720s red brick.  This is mostly Flemish bond brick but includes lozenge motifs 
made burnt headers flanking the west-facing first floor.  It has a plain brick cornice 
and plain brick parapet (the latter much rebuilt in the early 21st century.   
However, north of centre, the wall incorporates a section of plastered rubble  
masonry walling with a diagonal line in the brickwork clearly representing an 
external gable from a pre 1720s house on the site.  There are two windows, one to 
the first and one to the second floor, both with original moulded stone  
architraves.  The first floor window has been re-glazed in the 19th or early 20th 
century with thin glazing bars. On the return wall the first and second floor  
windows were enlarged to doorways for the fire escape external stairs of the 20th 
century school.  When the fire escapes were dismantled in the late 20th or early 
21st century the openings were blocked up with brick.  

Detail of the recessed north end of the west 
end wall, which incorporates an area of 
roughcast masonry apparently from an 

earlier building.

More roughcast masonry is exposed at the east 
end of the rear wing, at first floor level to south of 

the chimneystack (in F08). 
It includes a short length of a Ham stone  

ashlar dripcourse.
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1.2      Rear Wing

This wing lies to the north-west of the main range.  The eastern three-window section incorpo-
rates fabric from a late 15th century house.  At the eastern the kitchen crosswing was added in 
the 1720s, its south end flush with the front of the old range and north end projecting to rear.   
Both are built two storeys high with attics in the roofspace, and both are built of local stone 
rubble under a cover of late 19th or 20th century Welsh slate.  There is evidence (visible from 
the early 18th kitchen wing) that the west end wall of the older range was clad with roughcast 
plaster.  This can be seen under the 20th century stair and in the roofspace. 

Before 1930 there was a single-storey passage connecting the east end of the main block of the 
house to the 1720s kitchen.  This was demolished in c.1930.  

South wall The larger eastern part of this elevation corresponds to the oldest fabric finishing 
with a vertical straight joint against which the 18th kitchen wing is built. The older 
masonry is much neater, using generally larger stone blocks tending to coursing.  It 
has a three-window front.  The east end windows are the oldest  - 16th  
century if not original.  Both a built of Sherborne stone ashlar.  The ground floor 
one is relatively large comprising three lights with central transom with the 
transom and mullions chamfered inside and out.  Above is a smaller three-light 
version.  At first floor level at the west end there is a Ham stone two-light window 
with ovolo mouldings dating from the 17th century.  The other two windows to 
the old part are c.1930 timber mullion and transom casements under concrete 
lintels.  The centre one occupies the upper part of an earlier blocked doorway.

 The 18th century masonry at the west end and was built with brick dressings.  
The ground floor level includes two doorways.  The eastern one is original in a 
round-headed arch which contains an overlight.  The other has a concrete lintel 
and may date from c.1930 – possibly replacing an 18th century window.  The 
pitched scar above the doorway is from a covered passage way to the school 
lavatory block shown on the 1930 plan.  The first floor contains a small single-light 
window at the east end. 

The south front of the east wing.
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West wall A rubble wall with a steeply-pitched gable ending in a flat top where a massive 
double shaft from the kitchen stack has been truncated; this can be seen in old 
photographs.  The two ground floor windows are c.1930 insertions, although the 
brick-lined openings with low segmental arch heads reference the three smaller 
18th century window openings to the first floor level.  All contain casements  
windows typical from the conversion of the house to a school.  

 Between the ground floor windows there is a moulded Ham stone shelf on a smart 
brick apron on Ham stone corbels.  The remains of a brick arch above suggest that 
it was the base of an ornamental niche, although Rodwell suspected it was  
somehow associated with the 18th century oven within the wall behind.  In the 
gable there is a small arch from the roof valley gutter.  The associated rainwater 
hopper could date from the 18th century.

 The brick mounting block below the southern window looks as though it dates 
from the late 19th or early 20th century.

The west end of the rear wing - the 1720s kitchen block.
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North wall This divides into three sections:  

 East - the oldest part of the building complex, but the stone rubble walling is not 
as good quality as on the south front.  Directly opposite the one in the south front 
is another relatively large stone window comprising three lights with central  
transom with the transom and mullions chamfered inside and out – dating from 
16th century if not original.  Above at first floor level there is a Ham stone two-
light window with ovolo mouldings dating from the 17th century.  The other 
ground floor window is another c.1930 timber mullion and transom casements 
under a concrete lintel.
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 Centre – There is a small single-storey room with rubblestone walls and zinc roof 
in the angle of the old range and the projecting north end of the kitchen wing.  
It was once two storeys high.  The brick dressings suggest an early 18th century 
date, but it may be earlier, if the chamfered stone single-light window in the  
centre of the east wall is in situ – see also interior description.    c.1930 the  
narrow 18th century lights flanking the stone light in the east wall were blocked 
and another in the north wall was rebuilt.

 West – This is the north end of the kitchen wing and the three tall arched kitchen 
windows are constructed as a unit with brick jambs and low segmental arch heads. 
Two contain 9/9-pane sashes with fat glazing bars but the west one was  
apparently blocked to allow the construction of a 21st century extension. On the 
eastern return there is a small hatch, apparently provided to allow access to the 
roof valleys when the adjacent centre building was two storeys high.

(Opposite top) A general view of the rear wing looking southwest.

(Opposite bottom) The east end.

(Above top) The centre single-storey room.

(Above bottom) The north end of the kitchen block.
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2.  INTERIOR

Sherborne House is a remarkable and handsome place.  Despite later alterations it survives as 
a significant Dorset mansion from the 1720s, obviously notable for its main stairhall with its 
fine joinery enhanced by its painted decoration, but also for the survival of so many panelled 
rooms, and indeed evidence for panelling from where it has been removed.  It also has a rear 
block including high quality late 15th century carpentry and evidence of late 17th century 
alterations.  Nevertheless, the architect, George Wightwick of Plymouth, in preparing the 
house for Macready in 1850/5, undertook various works, most obviously in the fireplaces and 
their chimneypieces.  A major phase of alterations was the conversion of the place to a school 
c.1930.  This was accompanied by the building of extensions (all gone now) and major internal 
alterations.  One obvious result was the widespread replacement of earlier oak floorboards 
with narrow pine boards.  Other more local contemporary alterations are described elsewhere  
such as the installation of the heating system, presumably school-era with cast iron radiators, 
with intrusive pipework, knocking through some of the 1720s box cornices.

2.1  Main Block: Cellars 

B01 & B02

The east cellars were probably built as a single space under a continuous brick segmental arch 
vault in the 1720s.  It was divided into the present two compartments c.1930.  The northern 
B01 lies beneath G07C & G07D, and southern B02 beneath G05. The dividing wall is built of 
c.1930 brick with a central doorway.

BO1 has a c1930 concrete ceiling and floor.   
The external north doorway also dates from c1930 although its frame is made up 
of lengths of re-used, maybe 17th century ovolo-moulded Ham stone.  Formerly 
there were internal stairs. 
B02 has a floor of 1720s stone flags with drain runnels round three sides. 
At the south end there is a small opening with a segmental arch head to a stone-
lined drainage channel heading northwest. 
The vault is interrupted close to the south end for a 1720s window, now blocked. 
The east and south sides are lined with secondary wine bins with c.1930 low  
concrete shelves on brick supports.  There is another low shelf against the west 
wall.

The southeast corner
of B02.
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B03 & B04

The west cellars were built as a single space under a continuous brick segmental arch vault in 
the 1720s and lies beneath G01 and G04.  It was divided into the present two compartments 
c.1930.  The dividing wall is built of c.1930 brick with a central doorway.

B03 is the northern compartment.  It has been superficially altered to act as the 
boiler house.  The biggest change was the replace the old floor with concrete. 
The cellar door is at the east end from flights of steps which rise to west and east, 
the latter into the main block and G04.  The door opening is original but the door 
dates from the 20th century.

Blocked 1720s window in west wall, similar to the one in B04 (see below). 
B04 is well-preserved with no significant alterations since the 1720s.

Floor of stone flags with drain runnels round three sides. 
1720s window situated towards south end of west wall.  It is built of Ham stone 
ashlar with ovolo-moulded jambs (maybe re-used 17th century masonry).  It was 
never glazed and designed for shutters and protected by vertical iron bars.

Both the east and west walls have small openings with segmental arch heads to the same 
stone-lined and slab-roofed drainage channel which appears in B02. 
 

The southwest corner of B04.
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2.2 Main Block: Ground Floor 

G01 Dining Room

The large room on the west side of the south front. The north wall is an original partition and 
there is a narrow room beyond (G04).

Built as the 1720s dining room.  This had a large oval walnut table and twelve chairs (Rodwell, 
2009, 23, citing the 1726 inventory)
1850s Macready’s dining room (Pollock, 1875, 680)
1930 Classroom No 1 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6)

Wall finishes  
Fully panelled from 1720s; raised and fielded moulded panels in two heights with 
dado rail between, which is stopped at doors, windows and other features.  Box 
cornice of multiple mouldings including a dentil frieze.  There are picture hooks 
and rods fixed to the head-rail of the panelling on the north and east walls which 
include picture hooks (date uncertain).  

G01 looking northeast (above) and the south end (below).
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Colour  Modern paint is in better condition than on the upper floors.  There appears to be 
a sequence of brown grained finishes underneath. Pollock refers to ‘dark wood’ 
panelling (Pollock, 1875, 680), presumably graining.

Doors  Boxed doorcases with ogee-moulded architraves.   Two fielded eight-panel doors; 
a service door from G04 in the centre of the north wall and in the east wall to G02.  
This has brass cylinder hinges and may be oak beneath the paint; the architrave 
may be a later replacement. 

 There appears to have been a (maybe secondary) jib door at the east end of the 
north wall (indicated by hinges).   

Windows  The two south windows have integral shutters with H-hinges, some with teardrop 
finials, and window seats with fielded panels. The hinged seats and front boards 
are oak with old painted and plastered finishes internally.  Bolection moulded 
architraves.  The window in the west wall is a 20th century insertion.

Fireplace  Late 19th century or early 20th century Jacobean-style dark-stained carved wood 
surround.  Grate replaced by bookshelves.  Hearth of green and brown glazed tiles.  
The overmantel, a single large raised panel is original.

Ceiling  Plain plaster, age uncertain, acanthus ceiling rose in poor condition.  Rodwell dates 
the rose to the 19th century, but Keystone inclined to date such high relief  
plasterwork to the 1720s.

Floor  c.1720s wide oak boards. The outline of the original large hearth slab has been 
infilled with narrow oak boards. 

Later alterations  
Replacement chimneypiece; insertion of secondary window in west wall; mirror 
inserted on south wall between panels. 

The ceiling rose in G01.  
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G02 – Entrance Hall

The large room in the centre of the south front.  It preserves its original size and much of its 
finish.

Built as entrance hall
1850s Entrance hall but also used by Macready for readings to large invited audiences (Pollock, 
1875, 680)

Wall finishes   
Fully panelled from 1720s; raised and fielded moulded panels in two heights with 
dado rail between.  Box cornice of multiple mouldings including a dentil frieze.   
The distinctive feature of this room is the centre bays of each wall where the  
cornice breaks forward round pairs of giant fluted Ionic pilasters supporting a 
triglyph frieze. Two of these frame the front doorway and the chimneystack, which 
actually projects a short distance from the west side.  The dado is stopped at the 
pilasters.

G02 looking northeast.

Colour  Brown graining of uncertain age under modern paint. Below the graining is a stone 
coloured paint.    

Doors  South front door – see external description; replacement shutters.
 West to G01- see above.
 East to G03 & G05 - see below.

Windows  Two have integral shutters and window seats with fielded panels.  The seats are 
oak. 
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Fireplace  Late 19th-early 20th century Jacobean-style dark- stained carved wood  
chimneypiece with overmantel. Grate boarded up, hearth slab removed.  
The mantelshelf with pulvinated frieze between may belong to the 1720s  
chimneypiece. 

Ceiling  Plain plaster, age uncertain, three 19th century ceiling roses; the central one of 
acanthus pattern.

Floor  19th or early 20th century pine boards replacing stone floor.  Pollock describes this 
as in Macready’s time as ‘paved with squares of black and white marble’ (Pollock, 
1875, 680)

Later alterations   
Late 19th century fireplace, 20th century posts supporting first floor; shelf  
introduced into north wall alcove. 

The chimneypiece in the west wall of G02.
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G03 Drawing Room

The east room of the south front.  It preserves its original size but has lost a great deal of its 
finish.

Built as 1720s drawing room.  This had chairs and a settee upholstered in blue damask  
(Rodwell, 2009,  23, citing the 1726 inventory)
1850s Macready’s library. ‘Sometimes the scene of private readings to favoured guests’ and 
‘a remarkably light and cheerful room’ which contained in handsome cases his collection of 
books’ (Pollock, 1875, 680).
1930 Headmistress’s room (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

Wall finishes  

 The walls are papered over late 20th century plasterboard.  In places this has been 
recently removed showing the basic frames for the lost primary panelling.   
Examination, particularly of those areas which have never been painted suggests a 
1720s panelled system in two heights with dado rail between similar to the other 
south-facing rooms of the main block. The original box cornice of multiple  
mouldings including a dentil frieze remains.  Was the panelling removed for  
shelving for Macready’s library?

Floor Thin pine boards, late 19th century or early 20th century.

Colour Early colours of the panelling are visible where plasterboard has been removed: 
there are traces of drab green, red and a turquoise blue.

Doors North to G04: Boxed doorcase with ogee-moulded architrave.   Fielded  
eight-panelled oak door with 19th century hinges.    

The northeast corner of G03.
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West to G02:  Boxed doorcase with 1720s bolection-moulded architrave.   Fielded 
eight-panelled oak door with 19th century brass cylinder hinges.

Windows 1720s originals as G01. The two south windows have integral shutters with  
H-hinges, some with teardrop finials, but window seats have been replaced by 
c.1930 cupboards.

Fireplace Late 19th-early 20th Jacobean-style dark-stained carved wood surround,  
contemporary cast iron grate, green glazed hearth tiles.

Ceiling Plain plaster.  Rodwell dates the ceiling rose to the 19th century, but Keystone 
inclined to date such high relief plasterwork to the 1720s.  It is very smart and 
probably fashioned around a frame of lead armatures.

Features 19th century glazed cupboard set in a recess in the east wall – Macready period?

Later alterations  
Wall panelling removed and glass-fronted cupboard introduced in east wall in the 
19th century. Fireplace and chimneypiece replaced.

(Above) The fireplace in the west wall.

(Top right) The ceiling rose.

(Right) The doorway with a bolection-moulded architrave 
from G03 to G02
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G04

Built as probable 1724 servery between the kitchen and dining room.
1930 Small cloakroom

Has an original shuttered west window and traces of shelving along the south (partition) wall 
cf.T4; otherwise it is plainly plastered. There is a high segmental-arched recess in the east wall.  
There is cement floor.  Door to G1 plain panelled on the north side.  A round-headed archway 
originally provided access to a stone stair down to the west cellar.  Now blocked with 20th 
century brick.

G05 Stair Hall  

The stair hall is the most elaborately decorated room in the house rising between the ground 
and first floor levels.  Portman’s will (1726) asks his executors to use the interest of his money 
for ‘the repairs of my said Mansion House and Gardens att Sherborne aforesaid and for the 
servants’ wages there and for painting the staircase’ (quoted by Shelagh M Hill, 1996, 19).  This 
suggests that the stairhall was unfinished at his death.

Wall Finish Painted plaster with fielded oak wainscoting below dado level on both floors.

Stone floor, painting, panelling and the archway to G02 in the north wall of G05.
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Painting  The walls above dado level and the ceiling were decorated by Sir James Thornhill. 
The ground floor is in grisaille with swagged pilasters, trophies, figures, drapery 
and putti hunting boars. On the first floor and ceiling are polychrome figurative 
scenes from the story of Atalanta and the Calydonian boar (RCHM 1952, 218, 
pl.183: Croft Murray 1962, 272) articulated by paired Corinthian columns with 
an entablature at cornice level.  Thornhill incorporates clever trompe l’oeil work 
which links the architecture and painted decoration in an illusion of 3D. The  
paintings were restored in 1950 by Alastair N. Stewart with further work in 1960 
and 2012 conservation by IFACS. 

Doors  East – see exterior description
 The three internal doors are all 1720s North to G07, West to G02 and South to 

G03.  All the doorcases are boxed with ogee-moulded architraves.  This is  
interesting since they appear to be primary; suggesting that similarly moulded 
architraves elsewhere might also be primary, alongside the small number with 
bolection mouldings.  Fielded eight-panel oak doors with 19th century hinges. 
The doorway west to G02 is the finest and most architectural of the three and is 
integrated into Thornhill’s painted scheme with naked classical figures drawing 

 aside swags of cloth.  It is set within a large round-headed arch with panelled 
pilasters each side to moulded imposts, above which an ogee- moulded architrave 
continues round the arch head and is interrupted by a key-block.  The tympanum 
is filled with two fielded panels.  

Windows  A single primary 16/16 -pane window with segmental arch head and internal 
blocks at the intersection of the glazing bars rises from the lower half-landing  - 
see exterior.

Details of the main stair include the stair brackets (above)
and the ground-level fluted newel post (right) featuring the 
remarkable bifurcated scroll termination of the handrail.
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Stair  A fine oak open-well staircase with faceted balusters with turned upper and 
lower sections, fluted newels, a ramped mahogany handrail terminating in a split 
scroll, and cut strings with applied composition acanthus scroll brackets (formerly 
gilded). The end of each tread is inlaid with a Talbot dog: the crest of the Portman 
family at this date. The edge of the landing is similarly inlaid. 

Floor  Original square Portland stone slabs with grey corner insets. 

Later alterations   
A prop has been inserted under the corners of the stairs and a modern guard rail 
has been added in front of the wainscoting on the upper flight of the staircase. 

G06

This room was massively altered in the 20th and early 21st centuries.  It would seem that it was 
originally designed as a central hub within the circulation of the services, connecting the rear 
block (and kitchen) and the cellars with the service staircase and the main domestic rooms of 
the main block.  

It is instructive to examine the 1930 ground floor plan to see the extent of the changes  
undertaken then when it, and G07 (to east), were being converted to school cloakrooms.  In 
2011-12 the stairblock and lift block was built against the north wall.

Wall Finish South wall has 1720s tall wainscoting of fielded panelling with contemporary plain 
plaster above.  The other walls extensively replastered in 1011-12.

Doorways East  Centre to G07C – 1720s tall round headed arch, originally to the foot of the 
service stair.  
East  North end  to G07A – Probable 1720s door (now blocked), probably to a 
narrow service room.  
West  Centre to G22 – 1720s doorway to original lobby providing access to the 
rear block and an external door. 
West  South to second 1720s lobby which originally provided access to the main 
block (see G04) and the stair down to the western cellars (now blocked).

Windows South wall. The 1930s plan shows a central window with a newly inserted window 
to east.  Now there are three tall openings to the 2011-12 stair block.  
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G07A, GO7B, GO7C & GO7D

In the 1720s this area was divided into two rooms by a framed east-west partition.  The larger 
southern room (G07C and G07D) was occupied by the service stair and the narrow slot at the 
north end was accessed from G06 and probably housed a dark service room like its equivalents 
on the upper floors.  

In the 1930s the ground floor level of the service stair was demolished and the framed  
partition largely removed to create school cloakrooms.  The service stair probably continued 
down to the eastern cellars.  Later in the 20th century the room was subdivided again and the 
existing partitions and the joinery they contain are from this time.  

Wall Finish Plain 20th century plaster.

Doorways East  - see G06 above.  
South  - see G05 above. 

Windows East  -  1720s see exterior. 

The ‘Tudor’ Timber Frame 
In 2012 Context One Archaeological Services recorded the upper parts of this 
three-storey high frame which were exposed during repairs.  They concluded that 
it was contemporary with the old part of the rear block and survived from an  
earlier building on the site.  Keystone has challenged this interpretation suggesting 
it was built in the 1720s (see above).  
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2.3 Rear  Wing:  Ground f loor

G10

Built as Late 15th century parlour? – certainly a heated high-status room

1720s servants’ hall and steward’s room (Rodwell, 2009, 24, citing the 1726 inventory)
1850s ‘a quaint apartment...which went familiarly under the name of the “salle.”  It had been 
elevated from baser domestic uses to the rank of a family sitting room, under Wightwick’s 
hands, and was the habitual abiding place for the younger members of the household’ (Pollock, 
1875, 681)
1930 Domestic subjects room (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

The single large room in the oldest part of the building was created in c.1930 by removing  
partitions. Tree-ring dating has established two phases of dated timbers in this range (Bridge 
1012, passim).  Two moulded ceiling beams in the east end of the room produced a likely  
felling date of 1468-1500.  Dr M C Bridge, who carried out the dendrochronology, noted that 
the ceiling beams might be reused.  Keystone could see no evidence of this and considers that 
they are in situ.  One plainer ceiling beam from the west end of the room and three of the tie 
beams from the roof over the range also dated.  One tie beam retained complete sapwood and 
came from a tree felled in spring 1671.  The results from the plain ceiling beam and other dat-
ed tie beams were consistent suggesting that these timbers were part of a single batch which 
were felled at the same time, or within a very few years of one another.   

The east end of the room was probably a late 15th century parlour in a range at the west end 
of the main block of an early house (see exterior of west wall of the main block – recessed 
north end).  The range was probably extended one bay west and re-roofed in the 1670s.

G10 looking east to the site of the parlour fireplace.
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Wall finishes  
19th or 20th century plaster.

Doors East to G22 lobby and G06 in the main block.   1720s boxed doorframe with ogee 
moulded architrave and contains contemporary fielded 6-panel door 
 West to G12  1720s  doorway in a splayed opening probably converted from a 
window.  

 North to G9 has a frame of late medieval character with a deep chamfered  
surround.  The form of its head is not clear as it has been cut away to provide 
more head room.

 South.  Centre window in blocked doorway.

Windows   Opposed  probably late 15th century 3-light mullioned and transomed stone win-
dows at the east end of the room with 20th century replacement casements with 
leaded lights are 17th style. Two windows further west on the south front and one 
on the north are c.1930  two-light small pane casements – see exterior  
description.

Fireplace  Large probably late 15th century fireplace in the east wall.  This is mostly boxed in 
and a boiler is set in front of it.  

Ceiling   The east part of the room has a ceiling of intersecting moulded oak beams, the 
timbers dated of 1468-1500d.  The beams have ornamental carved bosses at the 
intersections: these feature Tudor rose motifs.  The beam 3.5m from the west wall 
is a half-beam moulded on the east face only, indicating the position of an original 
partition.  The west bay includes a pair of plainer axial beams, chamfered beams 
with runout and nick stops, dated 1671d.  

Floor The west end of the room has a 1930s parquet floor under carpet.

(Left)  Details of the carved bosses at the intersection of 
the moulded ceiling beams.

(Below)  The mutilated oak doorframe in the north 
wall to G11.
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G11

Built as - Uncertain service use

1930 Scullery and larder(Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A small projecting room in what is now a single-storey block north of G10.  It was originally 
two storeys high.  Its date is uncertain, but it could easily be as old as the adjacent parlour if its 
doorframe is considered to be in situ.   This has been stripped out and re-roofed in 2011-12.  
However the door from G10 and the window in the east wall suggest that this may mask fabric 
contemporary with the rest of G10.

Wall finishes  
2011-12.

Door  Late medieval, see G10.

Windows  East window has a moulded stone frame, possibly re-used, it is flanked by evi-
dence for two windows, now blocked.  There is a c.1930 window in the north wall.

Ceiling  There is a large plain cross beam with joist sockets, possibly for two phases of 
joists.

G12 

Built as 1720s kitchen

1930 Adapted as a ‘laboratory’ prior to purpose-built lab erected north of the main block of 
the house (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

Wall finishes  
19th or 20th century.

Doors   East to G10 A door in the east wall to G7 has a bolection-moulded architrave and 
appears to have been formed from an earlier window. A shelved recess with an 
arched head at the north end of this wall was probably a door to G9. The original 
south door is partitioned-off and served stairs (demolished since 2009).   
Secondary door at the west end of the south front.  

Windows  Two tall 1720s 9/ 9-panesash windows in the north wall.  They have segmental 
rere-arches and the outline of a third blocked window arch is visible to the west.  
The west end wall has two tall late c.1930 two-light small pane casements (see 
exterior description). 

Fireplace  The west wall is 1.5m thick for most of its length.   An undated photograph, 
1920s?, shows two extremely large, tall brick chimney shafts rising from the gable 
end, presumably serving two kitchen fireplaces in this wall.  At the south end of 
the west wall there is a framed recess with a heat-reddened sill. This is the mouth 
of a 1720s oven.  

Ceiling  Plain plaster – probably 1720s.

Floor  1930 woodblock floor with evidence for either partitions or, more likely, service  
runs for the science lab.
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2.4 Main Block:  F irst  F loor 

F02

Built as (larger southern part) ‘the red room’ containing a bed (Rodwell, 2009, 24, citing the 
1726 inventory)

1850s ‘A large guest’s bed-chamber, occupied the front on the first floor’ (Pollock, 1875, 681)

1930  School Assembly Hall (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A large room in the centre of the main block formed in c.1930 by removing the partition  
between the larger heated south-facing front room and unheated rear room to create an 
assembly hall for the school. The position of the original partition is marked by the cornice and 
joints in the panelling on the south side of the opposing arched doorways in the rear room.

Wall finishes  
Front room:   c.1930 the 1720s full height panelling in two heights with dado was 
removed leaving the original frame.  The gaps were battened and the walls faced 
up with plasterboard and wall papered over above very low wainscoting  featur-
ing a narrow raised fielded panels enclosed by bolection mouldings.  The 1720s 
moulded box cornices remain with the panelled window shutters and window 
seats.  Picture rails from c.1930.

 Rear room:  c.1930 skirts and battens for a cladding of hardboard.  The battens cut 
through probably 1720s plaster applied onto the brick of the east and west walls 
and riven laths nailed to the framed studwork of the north wall, stopping on a  
horizontal level for, presumably, relatively tall panelled wainscoting.  The plaster 
has a base coat of haired ochre-coloured mud plaster with lime flecks finished 
with a skim of lime plaster. The 1720s moulded box cornices remain.  Picture rails 
from c.1930.

 Colour  In ascending order; a reddish-brown stain; several coats of flat mid- blue paint; 
multiple coats of cream paint; magnolia gloss. 

F02 looking southwest.
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Doors  Front room:    
West to F03. 1720s – see F03 below.  c.1930 a second doorframe was built on the 
east side of the opening (presumably to reduce noise between the adjacent  
classrooms).  Now (2019) only the plain frame remains covering some of the 
1720s panelled reveals. 
East to F04.  1720s – seeF04 below.  Doorway disused in c.1930 and is blocked the 
low wainscot and battens for plasterboard cladding.

 Rear room:   
West to F03. 1720s tall round-headed brick arch, boxed with ogee-moulded 
architrave interrupted by plain imposts and key-block.  Reveals lined with fielded 
panelling.  Tympanum filled with two fielded panels over solid oak doorframe 
containing a fielded 6-panel door hung on HL-hinges. 
East, south end to F05 –the main stair landing.  1720s tall round-headed brick arch 
finished with similar joinery to the opposite west door, but without a tympanum, 
doorframe or door. 

F02 looking southeast.

The ceiling rose in the former front room.
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East, south end to F07C –the service stair landing.  1720s tall round-headed brick 
arch missing its joinery finish and blocked up.  Apparently disused c.1930; the 
blocking includes a 1720s 4-panel door with evidence for HL hinges. 
North to F06 – service corridor.  1720s service door, now blocked with only the 
plain solid frame remaining.  Apparently disused c.1930; the north side covered 
with lengths of old oak floorboards.

Windows  Front room:     
Three in the front south wall.  1720s 9/9-pane sashes with integral shutters and 
unhinged window seats lined with fielded panels, above a dado rail from which 
the architrave moulding rises.    
Rear room:   
1720s west-facing window opening with replacement 6/6 -pane sash with thin 
glazing bars.

Fireplace  Front room.  Original chimneypiece and grate replaced by rather plain 19th 
century painted stone (marble?) chimneypiece with cast-iron grate - hearth slab 
removed.

Cupboard alcove   
Rear Room.  1720s cupboard alcove in north wall.  Disused and opening covered 
probably in c.1930.  No joinery detail. 

Ceiling  Front room has probably 1720s plain plaster featuring a central acanthus leaf  
ceiling rose.  Rodwell dates the ceiling rose to the 19th century, but Keystone 
inclined to date such high relief plasterwork to the 1720s.   
Rear room has probably 1720s plain plaster.  The second floor has been  
strengthened by the insertion of probably RSJ girders across the middle of the 
room and under the line of the demolished partition.  These are boxed in and 
were probably inserted c.1930.

F02 - the north end.
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Floor  Continuous c.1930s century pine boards. 

Later alterations   
Originally two rooms and a cross passage.  Minor 19th century alterations and 
major refurbishment in c.1930, including the enlargement to its present size, 
strengthening of ceilings etc.

F02 - the northwest corner.
The two round-headed arches were formerly in the rear room. 

The height of the panelling might suggest The same sort of 
panelling, two fielded panels high, generally found in service rooms.
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F03

Built as ‘the Green Damask Chamber’: this contained a bed and had a closet at the north end 
(Rodwell, 2009, 24, citing the 1726 inventory).

1850s ‘A handsome drawing room’ ? [location not entirely clear] (Pollock, 1875, 681)
1930 Classroom No.2 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A large room at the west end of the main block formed in c.1930 by removing the partition 
between the larger heated south-facing front room and the narrow and unheated rear room to 
create a generous classroom. The position of the original partition is marked by the cornice and 
joints in the panelling.

Wall finishes   
Originally both rooms were fully panelled from 1720s; raised and fielded  
moulded panels in two heights with continuous dado rails and moulded box 
cornices.  The cornices mark the site of the original partition (removed 1930) 
between the main room and the closet to the north.  When the partition was 
demolished the upper panels were removed and the walls plastered on boards 
and plasterboard between dado and cornice level.   The front end of the west wall 
panelling has been altered to block an alcove and insert a window.  There is 1950s 
graffiti on the boards of the north wall.

Colour  Where the paint has flaked the wood is pine with in ascending order; a reddish- 
brown stain; several coats of flat mid- blue paint; multiple coats of cream paint; 
magnolia gloss. 

Doors  East  from south room to F02. 1720s boxed doorframe with bolection-moulded 
architrave and is eight-panelled oak, brass cylinder hinges have knobbed finials. 
There was formerly a brass lock-box.  
East from north closet toF02 - see F02.  

F03 looking southwest.
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North, east end.  1720s window converted to doorway (containing a fire door) to 
external school fire escape stairs.  Blocked with brick in late 20th century or 2011-
12.

Windows  Two 1720s sashes in south wall and third in west wall lighting former closet.  All 
have integral shutters and window seats with lined with fielded panels under the 
continuous dado rail from which the architrave moulding rises.  
The south window in the west wall was inserted c.1930; there is no seat and the 
shutters are fixed. 

Fireplace  The over-mantel has two original fielded panels below an expanse of modern 
boarding.  The fireplace surround is a c.1930s plain timber chimney-piece but 
pieces of marble survive behind in both cheeks.  Hardboard blocking has been 
removed to reveal a tuck-pointed 1720s brick-lined fireplace with canted rear  
corners.  The hearth slab has been removed. 

Cupboard Possibly 1720s cupboard on north wall from evidence of a plain four-panel door 
containing the scars of HL hinges.  The door was formerly covered in hessian.

Ceiling  Plain plaster.  Two boxed-in RSJ girders provide support where the partition  
between the two rooms has been removed and another couple support the  
second floor level about half way across the former south room.

Floor  Continuous c.1930 narrow pine boards. 

Later alterations   
Partitions removed in 1930 at north end to enlarge room. West wall window at 
north end converted to 1930 fire escape doorway. 

F03 looking northwest.
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F04

Built as ‘the Purple Chamber’ containing a bed (Rodwell, 2009, 24, citing the 1726 inventory).
1850s Macready’s own room ? [Location not entirely clear] (Pollock, 1875, 681).
1930  Classroom No.3 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

The heated chamber on the south front at the east end of the main block

Wall finishes   
Fully panelled from the 1720s; raised and fielded bolection-moulded panels in two 
heights above and below a continuous dado rail, and moulded box cornice.  There 
are some anomalies in the panelling: For instance, the north wall includes a series 
of  narrow flush panels in the middle and panels are missing from the north end of 
the east wall.

Colour  Sequence as F03. 

Doors  Both 1720s door frames are boxed with bolection-moulded architraves and  
contain contemporary oak, fielded eight-panel doors with Victorian, brass cylinder 
hinges and lock-boxes.

Windows  Replacement glazing: no blocks at glazing bar junctions. 

Fireplace  19th century metal semi-circular grate and ornamental fire basket.  A flat head for 
a marble chimney-piece survives and a couple of marble strips remain loose in the 
hearth.  The overmantel has two fielded panels below a large plain panel,  
presumably for a picture. 

Ceiling  Plain plaster, probably 1720s. 

Floor  Narrow c.1930 pine boards, extending across the former hearthstone. 

Later alterations   
Minor only. 

F03 - the front end of the east wall featuring the fireplace.
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F04 - the north wall (above) and the southwest corner (below).
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F05  

Principal stair landing – see also G05.  It has the same basic layout with doorways in the same 
positions off the north, south and west sides.  The stairhall, as a whole, is the finest and most 
expensive/ significant space in the house.

Wall finishes and ceiling 
1720s painted plaster with fielded oak wainscoting below dado level. 

Painting  The walls above dado level and the ceiling were decorated by Sir James Thornhill 
–see G05.

Doors  West to F02.  1720s tall round-headed arch with original joinery –see F02. 
South to F04. 1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave and contains  
contemporary oak, fielded eight-panel door – see F04. 
North to F07C - service stair landing.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded  
architraves and contain contemporary oak, fielded eight-panel door.

Windows East  - see exterior and G05.

Floor  Secondary narrow pine boards, probably c.1930s

Later alterations  
Minor only

The south wall of F05.
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The landing balustrade (above) and the painted ceiling (below).
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F06 & F19  

Service corridor along the inside of the rear wall and a 1720s framed partition (sometimes 
called the ‘Tudor wall’.  It o accommodate the lower first floor level of the rear range it includes 
a short flight of steps connect the service rooms in the rear range with those in the main block 
and the service stair.  

Doors  West to F08.  19th century beaded plank and ledge door in plain solid timber 
frame.   
East to F07D  1720s doorway. 
South to F02. 1720s blocked door opening – see F04.

 South from F19 lobby to exterior.  c.1930 fire escape doorway – now blocked. 
North to F01, the 2011-12 stair block.  Two doorways; the west one built c.1957, 
apparently replacing a 1720s window) to connect to the first floor level of the 
contemporary school science block and enlarged to plain opening for the 2011-12 
stair block – the east one a 2011-12 plain opening.

Floor  Secondary narrow pine boards, probably c.1930s

Later alterations  
Relatively minor alterations

F07C Service Stair

Narrow open well stair from the first to the second floor – the descending flight demolished 
c.1930.  The staircase has a closed string with plain square newel posts, turned vase-shaped 
balusters, and a flat handrail with torus mouldings to the edges.  The half landing passes across 
the middle of an original tall window of 9/9-pane sashes.   A similar balustrade is set across the 
window opening c.1930 the space formerly occupied by the lower flight of stairs was floored 
over providing a new room with a relatively low ceiling related the underside of the half  
landing.

Wall finishes and ceiling 
1720s plain  plaster with fielded oak wainscoting below dado level (with traces of 
a similar colour sequence to S04).

Doors  West of landing to cupboard.  1720s tall round-headed arch blocked on west side 
– see F02.  c.1930 it was converted to a walk-in cupboard reusing a 1720s fielded 
6-panel door. 
East of landing to floored space over demolished lower flight of stairs.  c.1930 
doorway  with plain frame an 4-panel door. 
South to F05. 1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave and contains  
contemporary oak, fielded eight-panel door.

Window East - see exterior.

Floor  Narrow pine boards from c.1930s

Later alterations  
Removal of lower flight of stairs and blocking of archway off the landing.
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The service stair rising from the 
first floor landing in F07C.

The first floor level internal window  
originally borrowing light from the 
service stairwell to light an original

narrow first floor room at the north end
- maybe a toilet closet for the owners - 

seen from above in S07.
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F07A, F07B & F07D

An original narrow dark room along the north wall of the main block is a continuation of the 
service corridor (F06).   Its purpose is uncertain. The only original access was from the service 
corridor, and the framed south wall separated it from the service stairwell to south.   
As described above, c.1930 the space formerly occupied by the lower flight of stairs was 
floored over providing a new room with a relatively low ceiling related the underside of the half 
landing.  This provided the opportunity to subdivide the old long room into three small dark 
stores.  The small west end room (F07A)  uses the original doorway from the service corridor, 
whilst F07B & F07D were provided with plain openings without doors from the new first floor 
space on the north side of F07C, which involved punching the openings through the 1720s 
frame/ ‘Tudor wall’.  New ceilings were created in these rooms some 2m or so lower level than 
the original over F07A and even more over F07B & F07D (based on the scale used the Context 
One long section of the ‘Tudor wall’ reproduced as Fig.6 in Purcell 2014) .  This leaves a  
generous section of the north side of the framed partition exposed in what is now called ‘the 
void’ (S07).  This reveals significant information relating to the original lighting of this room and 
the appearance of this corner of the 1720s house.

Windows North: Rodwell indicates a couple of tiny 20th century windows lighting F07B & 
F07D (2009, Fig.6)

 South:  At the west end what we can see is the upper part of one unglazed  
internal window and part of another adjacent to the east.  They are set within an 
oak-framed internal partition clad, at least in the immediate vicinity, of riven laths 
(nailed to the structural studwork) covered with a base coat of ochre-coloured 
haired mud plaster and finished with a skim of lime plaster.  In the larger western 
window there is a plain square-section upper transom, recessed from the north 
front but flush with the south front (to the original service stairwell).  This upper 
light is lined with thin boards including the top of the transom (maybe painted 
cream (close examination was not possible in 2019), and showed no evidence for 
original glazing or other uprights.  The neat relationship of the lath-and-plaster to 
the boarded lining suggests that this opening is primary, that is to say, the 1720s.  
It is not clear whether or not such boarded lining continued around the taller 
lower part of the window which contains a grille of three turned oak balusters.  
They descend below the present reduced first floor ceiling level.  Context One had 
the opportunity to record the hidden sill level and profile of the lower parts of the 
balusters, but chose to stop strictly at c.1930 ceiling level.  So, all we can see from 
the second floor level above are turned balusters with upper and lower moulded 
rings, not unlike the baluster profiles of the service stair, but of heavier scantling.   
Immediately to east another turned baluster can be seen between upright studs 
and under a rail recessed from the north side and on the same level as the  
putative transom in the western window. However, the same lath-and-plaster 
which fits so neatly round the upper light of the western internal window  
continues across that level here. 
So we have an unglazed three-light internal window with overlight and an  
adjacent two-light window without an overlight open to the north side of the 
service stairwell.  This design can be explained by the arrangement of the missing 
service stair rising from the ground to the first floor and the light available from 
such a well-lit space.  It creates a design element and aesthetic that this writer 
has not seen before, but then not the kind of feature which might be expected to 
remain in use into thr 21st century.
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2.5 Rear  Wing:  F irst  F loor

F08

1720s Housekeeper’s room and chamber over the steward’s room.  Before the floor was  
removed there were two bedchambers over (Rodwell, 2009, 24, citing the 1726 inventory)

1930 Art Room (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A single large room in the oldest part of the building created by removing partitions c.1930 and 
now open to the roof. 

Wall finishes  
Mostly modern finishes.  Part of the east wall has been stripped exposing the  
rubble masonry of the chimney stack to the fireplace in G10.  To the south of the 
stack a small area of formerly external roughcast masonry can be seen.  This was 
the west end of a block pre-dating the 1720s.  It includes a Ham stone ashlar drip 
ledge.

Doors East to main block and F19.  19th century beaded plank-and-ledge door.   
West to second floor of 1720s kitchen wing.  The splayed sides of the opening  
suggest that there was a window here before the kitchen wing was built.  Possibly 
the doorway was inserted in the 1720s, but not certainly.  The doorway is up a 
short flight of steps and has a plain solid timber frame containing a re-used late 
17th century plank-and-ledge door.  The vertical oak planks have vertical  
shadow mouldings, there are ornamental iron studs and a thumb latch.  It is hung 
on wrought-iron butterfly hinges.

 Windows There are three stone mullioned win-
dows, one chamfered, two  
ovolo-moulded with 21st century 
glazing of square leaded panes – see 
exterior descriptions. 
The north pitch of the roof features a 
tier of c.1930 school-era skylights.

Ceiling  c.1930 plaster above the collar-level of 
the trusses.

Roof Four-bay roof carried on three late 
17th century tiebeam trusses with 
pegged lap-jointed collars (augmented 
with probably 19th century forelock 
bolts) and a single set of back purlins.  
Dendrochronology has dated one of 
the tie beams to c.1671d.

Floor Boards obscured.

The western doorway in F08.
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F09, F10, F11, F12, F13, F14, F15, F16 & F17

The first floor level of the 1720s kitchen block is divided into five small rooms, with passages 
and walk-in cupboards, all with late 19th or early 20th century finishes, apart from one  
2-panel 18th cupboard century door.   This was formerly the caretaker’s flat.  There is a stair in 
the south east corner.  Short flights of steps connect it with the lower floors in the range to the 
east.  At the west end the formerly external roughcast gable of the parlour range can be seen 
at ground floor level.  

The roof was not examined in detail but is of high-pitched collared construction, yoked at the 
apex with a diagonal ridge piece and largely original rafters. It appears to be of a single build 
and is of U-shaped form with a central valley gutter designed to span the near square room 
shape required for the kitchen. At the east end the formerly external roughcast rendered gable 
wall of the older range is visible.
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2.6 Main Block:  Second F loor

S02, S10 & S11

S02 is described as store room in 1930 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

S02 is a large square room unheated service room, the same size as the original centre rear 
room on the floor below (the rear part of F02).  Rodwell, sensibly, regarded this room as an 
extension of the service stair landing (2009, p.16).  At this second floor level the 1720s layout, 
along with a great deal of original detail, has survived because this level was less susceptible to 
the pressures for fashionable modernisation in the higher status rooms of the ground and first 
floor levels. The actual stair landing is S11 and, from there, there is a corridor extending south 
to the front chamber S05, and this is designated S10.  These spaces combine to provide service 
access to the four higher-status/heated domestic rooms, mostly by means of open  
round-headed archways.  On the south side of S02 there is an original walk-in linen cupboard, 
and another on the west side of S10.

S11 - The second floor service stair landing looking east.

Wall finishes   
Relatively tall wainscot two fielded panels high with simple top moulding,  
continuous around whole landing  (S02 & S11) and adjoining passage (S10).    
Upper walls plastered, no cornice. 

Colour  Sequence on panelling as S04. 

Doors  S02 East.  Two 1720s plain round-headed arches, plastered above panelled wain-
scoting, the north one connecting to the top landing of the service stair (So11) and 
the south one to the corridor (S10).
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The west side of S02. 

West.   Similar 1720s plain round-headed arch originally to the closet to rear of S04.

 South.  A row of three1720s doorways.  All have boxed frame with ogee-moulded 
architraves and contains its contemporary fielded six-panel doors hung on  
H-hinges.  The east one is to the plain panelled lobby to S03, the centre one to the 
linen cupboard and the west one to the closet to rear of S03. 
North to S08.  This doorway is up a couple of steps.  It probably dates from the 
1720s since it is the only access to S07 and S08. However, it was widened in 2019 
leaving only one stud that formed its west side remaining.

Window  1720s 6/6-pane sash with original glazing bars (with blocks at the intersections) 
and including some old glass panes.  Integral shutters and windowseat lined with 
fielded panelling.  Narrow fielded panels below windowseat and above window, all 
surmounted short length of moulded cornice. 

Ceiling  Plain plaster, probably 1720s.  

Floor  c.1930s narrow pine boards. 

Later alterations   
Few.
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The south side of S02 -wholly 1720s apart from the floorboards. 
The opposite north side of the central crosswall in S03.  Notice the wide flush panels in the centre.
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S03

Built as ‘the yellow damask room’, containing a bed (Rodwell, 2009,  23, citing the 1726  
inventory)

1930 Classroom No.5 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

Centre chamber on the south front.  Interconnects with S04 and S05.  The well-proportioned 
room has a good walk-in closet in the north-west corner: accessed both from this room and 
from the service landing to north (S02).

Wall finishes   
Fully panelled from the 1720s; raised and fielded bolection-moulded panels above 
and below a dado rail stopped at doors, windows and other features.  Moulded 
box cornice.  The large central panel on the north wall is unmoulded both above 
and below the dado, probably indicating a bed position. The east wall is divided 
into seven panels of equal width. 

Colour  Sequence as S04. 

Doors  West to S04.  Original in S04 – see below.  In c.1930 a second doorway added on 
this side in a plain frame built onto original fielded reveals. It contains a re-used 
fielded six-panel door including the remains of its H-hinges. 
East to S05.  Original door in SO5 – see below.  In c.1930 a second doorway added 
on this side in a plain frame built onto original fielded reveals.  Original opening is 
reduced boarded to accommodate smaller six-panel door. 
North, west end, to closet.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave and 
contains its contemporary fielded six-panel door hung on H-hinges and has a brass 
lock box.   
North, west end, to lobby.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave.  The 
door is missing

Windows  Three south windows have 1720s openings – see exterior.  They have original 
integral shutters and window seats lined with fielded panels and the openings are 
framed by architraves which rise from the seats, and have fielded panels to the 
heads. They contain c.1930s replacement horned sashes. 

Fireplace  1720s stone chimneypiece is has moulded inner and outer surrounds – the inner 
moulding producing round corners to the head.   Hearth slab removed; grate not 
visible. There is a single large panel above on the chimneybreast and the mantel 
shelf is a later addition. 

Ceiling  Plain plaster. 

Floor  c.1930s continuous narrow pine boards. 

Walk-in Closet  
This was converted to a linen cupboard c.1930.

Later alterations   
Minor only. 
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S03, the central chamber on the second floor, looking northeast (above) 
and the 1720s stone chimneypiece and 19th century grate in the west wall (below).
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S04

Built as ‘the wrought room’ containing a bed, with a closet to north (Rodwell, 2009, 2, citing 
the 1726 inventory)
1930 Classroom No.4 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A large room at the west end of the house, and with S03 and S05 one of the principal rooms 
on this floor.   As in the rooms below the north end was originally partitioned off as a closet or 
service room.  The partition was removed c.1930 to create a larger classroom.  

Wall finishes   
Fully panelled from the 1720s; raised and fielded bolection-moulded panels above 
and below a dado rail stopped at doors, windows and other features.  Moulded 
box cornice. Variations in panel type and size at the north end of the room reflect 
the original subdivision of this space into a separate closet and lobby. There is a 
original alcove west wall and short length of panelling to the south of the eastern 
doorway in the former closet which is similar to that in S02.

Colour  Where the paint has flaked the wood is pine with in ascending order; a red-
dish-brown stain; flat mid-greyish blue paint; multiple coats of cream paint; mag-
nolia gloss. 

Doors  East from former main room to S03.  1720s boxed frame with bolection-moulded 
architrave and is six-panelled with L-shaped hinges and a brass lock-box. 

 East from former closet to S02.  1720s tall round-headed arch.  The door to is 
smaller and plainer with a simpler architrave and is set into a former arch.  This is 
probably school era. 
North to former fire escape.  1720s window disused c.1930 and replaced by fire 
door.  Now blocked with 2011-12 brick.

Windows  North.  1720s window disused in c.1930 – see above.
 Two south windows and northern west window are 1720s openings – see exterior.  

They have original integral shutters and window seats lined with fielded panels 
and the openings are framed by architraves which rise from the seats, and have 
plain boarding to the heads. The contain c.1930s replacement horned sashes. The 
south window in the west wall inserted c.1930; there is no seat and the shutters 
are fixed. 

Fireplace  1720s stone chimneypiece is quite austere with moulded inner and outer sur-
round – the inner moulding producing round corners to the head.  Slate hearth 
slab.  It contains an early-mid 19th century cast iron grate and fire basket. Chimney 
breast of three panels, the lower pair fielded only; the mantel shelf is a later  
addition. 

Ceiling  Plain plaster, probably 1720s. 

Floor  c.1930s continuous narrow pine boards. 

Later alterations   
Window in west wall, fire-door in north wall, partitions removed at north end to 
enlarge room: all c.1930. 
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S05

Built as ‘the velvet room’ containing a bed (Rodwell, 2009, 2, citing the 1726 inventory)

1930 Classroom No 6 (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

The well-finished chamber at the east end of the south front, interconnects with S03.

Wall finishes  
Fully panelled from the 1720s; raised and fielded bolection-moulded panels above 
and below a continuous dado rail.  Moulded box cornice.  Panels of equal width 
are used on the north and east walls.  The dado is missing between windows.  The 
glazed corner cupboard is late 19th century. 

Colour  Sequence as S04. 

Doors  West to S04.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave and contains its 
contemporary fielded six-panel door hung on H-hinges.  It has a brass-handled iron 
latch. 
North to S10.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave and contains its 
contemporary fielded six-panel door hung on H-hinges.  The panel over the north 
door is canted forward with in front of circular vents.

Windows  Two as T1, raised panels above. Some window seat panels are missing. 

Fireplace  1720s stone chimneypiece is has moulded inner and outer surrounds – the inner 
moulding producing round corners to the head.  Probably original slate hearth 
slab.  Early-mid 19th century cast iron-grate. There are three bolection-moulded 
raised panels above to the chimneybreast; the mantel shelf is a later addition. 

The northeast corner of S05.
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S03 - the west wall.

Ceiling  Plain plaster. 

Floor  c. 1930s narrow pine boards. 

Later alterations   
Minor only. 
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S06

Built as ‘the library’ (Rodwell, 2009,  23, citing the 1726 inventory)
1930 Staff common room (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6).

A relatively small room at the east end adjoining the back stairs.  The fireplace is in a diagonal 
stack across the southeast corner.

Wall finishes  
Originally fully panelled from the 1720s; raised and fielded bolection-moulded 
panels above and below a continuous dado rail.  Moulded box cornice.  Probably 
in the 19th century or early 20th century the upper panels were removed and the 
walls boarded as a base for hessian and wallpaper.  Box cornice is set 0.4m for-
ward of the north and west walls, indicating the position of original shelf units. On 
the west wall the original end board survives next to the door.

Colour  Sequence as S04. 

Door  East to S10.  1720s boxed frame with ogee-moulded architrave (on outer face only) 
and contains its contemporary fielded six-panel door hung on H-hinges and has a 
brass lock-box.  

Window  1720s 6/6-pane sash with windowseat – see exterior description. 

Floor c. 1930s narrow pine boards. 

Fireplace  1720s stone chimneypiece is has moulded inner and outer surrounds – the inner 
moulding producing round corners to the head.  Early-mid 19th century cast-iron 
grate

S06;the remains of 1720s bookshelves against the west wall.
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S07 & S08 

This is a narrow and originally unlit space across the full width of the main block.  The western 
half is floored (S08) but the second floor structure has been removed from the eastern half if it 
ever existed (although some joist sockets can be seen in the exposed rail  at towards the west 
end of the south wall  in S07).  The missing floor creates the ‘void’ which includes the upper 
part of the 1770s first floor level.  In 2009 there was a crudely framed stair in S08, possibly  
original providing access to a hatch onto the roof parapet set in a lath and plaster enclosure.  
This was demolished in 2011 or thereabouts.  In S07 there was a 20th century boarded  
walkway erected for access to the eastern roof space (also demolished).  

Wall finishes   
North.  Stone limestone rubble with some brick dressings.  The wet end is clad 
with plaster.  The east end is exposed masonry set in coarse white mortar which 
has squeezed onto the face of the stones, indicating that it has never been 
plastered (Rodwell 2009, p16). 
West.   Plastered

 East.  Exposed rubble and brick
 South.  This is a studwork frame clad with plaster (but exposed where building 

works have been undertaken), which has been called the ‘Tudor wall’ on the basis 
of recording works undertaken in 2012 by Context One Archaeological Services, 
and interpreted by Aimee Henderson (Purcell 2012, passim).  Keystone is not  
convinced the conclusion that it dates from before the 1720s (see above).  
Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the contemporary use of water reed and riven 
timber laths as a backing for a base coat of haired mud plaster finished with a skim 
of lime plaster.  The 1720s stud on the east side of the widened doorway from S02 
to S08 has laths on the north side and reed to the south.

Doors  South from S02 to S08 – see S02.  This was the only access before 2011-12.
 North to S01, the 2011-12 stair block

2.7 The Main Block Roof

The roof is in three sections with low-pitched hipped ridges running north-south and valley 
gutters over the principal dividing walls. The central and east sections have five low-pitched 
trusses of elm or pine rising from large tie beams, to which the feet are secured by oblique iron 
bolts and the apex by a king bolt. There are also wooden raking struts. Each roof slope has a 
single edge-set purlin and the roofing laths are torched.
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3.  Carr iage House

In 2019 the west part of this building is in separate ownership and used as an antique shop 
showroom.  Keystone had access only to the east wing: the evidence for the centre of the 
building being 17th century (ovolo-moulded windows and central doorway) is part of the  
adjacent property in separate ownership.

Rodwell notes: ‘This is a detached range to the west of the rear wing. It appears to have been 
built as a stable in the early-mid 17th century, modernised c.1720, and later subdivided and 
used for a variety of purposes with cottages in the wings. Only the east wing is currently part of 
Sherborne House’ (Rodwell, 2009, 19). 

The 1735 Ladd  plan shows an H-plan building in a plot of ground walled off from the rest of 
Sherborne House.  Rodwell notes that cottages were formed in the west wing (mid/late 18th 
century) and north arm of the east wing (early 19th century).  During Macready’s occupancy 
the central part of the building was used as the Sherborne Literary Institute (Rodwell, 2007, 
25).  By the date of the 1901 25” OS map part had been demolished and the boundary wall 
 between the two properties had been moved west, placing the south end of the east wing  
within the same property unit as the house, as it is in 2019.

Exterior 
The block in the same ownership as Sherborne House is built of rubble set in coarse white  
mortar with ashlar dressings. Where original these project from the face of the wall indicating 
that the building was formerly rendered. There is a continuous chamfered plinth course,  
returned round original doors, and a marked building line below eaves level where the feet of 
the roof trusses are exposed. It is probable that the deep coved eaves which survive on the 
east elevation originally extended round most of the building. The hipped roof is covered with 
19th century slates. The central coach-house doorway has a four-centred coach house arch 
with rusticated quoins and a keyblock of 1720s character. 

The east elevation has a deep coved cornice rising from a wooden roll moulding. There is a 
plinth course and the walls have been heavily repointed in cement. There are four windows 
(one blocked) of early 18th century type with raised ashlar jambs and keystones, and two doors 
(one blocked) in the northern arm, which is divided by a garden wall from the south end of the 
wing. The openings in this end of the range are of uncertain date but indicate redundant access 
into the building from the west side. 

The south front of the coach house and the adjacent buildings of the old stable block. 
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Interior 

Finishes are modern and few features are visible.  The walls are partly plastered with two  
openings on the east wall blocked with concrete block.  There are two crossbeams.  Trimmers 
in the ceiling may represent a former stair to a loft.

4.  Boundary Wal ls

1720s tall boundary walls to Newland with gateways at either end, separately listed Grade 
2.  Stone plinth with Flemish bond brickwork with shallow buttresses (several repaired) with 
rounded corners and moulded stone coping.  The gateways have imposing rusticated Ham 
stone piers with shallow pyramidal caps and late 20th century iron gates.  The west end gate 
pier was described as ‘broken down’ in 1973 and has been rebuilt since.  The east end gateway 
had a wrought iron overthrow with lamp bracket in 1973: this no longer exists.

The wall is probably two-phase.  The Ladd maps of 1733 and 1735 (partly unreliable) show 
what appears to be short stretches of wall at either end (no entrances are shown) but in the 
centre a curious irregular semi-circle projects north towards the house.  It is not known what 
this feature represents.  However, the existing wall does not consistently follow the line of 
Newland, but angles north towards the house east of centre.  West of centre one of the bays 
is flush with the east edge of one of the ‘buttresses’.  This appears to be consistent with Ladd’s 
maps, indicating a probable secondary building of the central portion.

The Newland front of the south boundary wall showing the anomoly in the course of the wall.
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The west boundary wall from Newland to the coach house is stone rubble.  The east wall and 
the rear garden west wall are tall 1720s brick walls with moulded stone coping, some missing.  
On the west side the wall ramps up and returns to west associated with a c.1720s garden 
 building (see below).  On the east side at the south end the wall abuts the gable end of a rear 
block of the neighbouring building, Manor House Cottage: this is associated with the adjacent 
Manor House, a poorly understood building thought to be of 15th or 16th century.

4.  The Garden Bui lding

Exterior
Small one-room plan 1720s brick garden building facing north and sited where the west garden 
wall returns to west.  The building is shown on the 1735 Ladd map.  The north front opens into 
the Sherborne House property, but the south side cellar and the bulk of the building lies within 
the adjacent property to west where there is cellar access.

Flemish bond brick with burnt headers with a monopitch slate roof.  The east wall is a  
continuation of the west garden wall with a moulded cornice.  This ramps up to accommodate 
the building with a buttress at the buildings south east corner.  The north front is symmetrical 
with two window openings under timber lintels on either side of a doorway.  Each window has 
a neat brick apron with tuck-pointing below the sill (very similar to the apron to the blocked 
niche on the west frint of the 1720s kitchen block - see above).  The doorway has a wooden 
frame in poor condition and lintel replaced in concrete.

Interior
Roof re-raftered but appears to preserve an original purlin.  Some staging of unknown date 
survives at the west end.  Timber floor, partly missing shows a cellar or ground floor, accessed 
from the adjacent property.
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